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Cover Story

Shopping Fun in Humboldt &
Camp Verde

by Barb Stillman
It’s always fun to get away from the office to visit some of our
advertising shops. So, when Carol Williams at Re-Collectables
asked me to come up to Humboldt for one of her semi-monthly
weekend sales’ events, I decided to make a day of it and visit two
other shops as well – Sweet Pea Antiques and Ruby Road Resale
Mall, both in Camp Verde.
Re-Collectables in Humboldt
My first stop was at Re-Collectables, where Carol offers a
wonderful mix of antiques and vintage items displayed in attentiongrabbing vignettes. Each unique arrangement invites you in to take
a closer look at the interesting
pieces on display. There are
also lots of garden and rustic
pieces outside. The shop is open
Thursdays through Saturdays,
twice a month, from February
through October. Carol devotes
the other months to collecting and
preparing for her season.
Sue Martin and Liz Allison
work with Carol and the three
complement each other, providing
different talents that make ReCollectibles a fun market to
explore.
Carol opened Re-Collectables
almost 18 months ago and the
large building is located in a Re-Collectables in Humboldt
beautiful and peaceful countryside setting with green meadows
and large weeping willow trees at the back of the property. She
had previously owned Carol’s Main Street Antiques in Humboldt
and closed that shop with plans to relocate to its current location.
Customers regularly drive up to the shop each month to check out
the latest “new” treasures. The building is easy to find with good
signs directing you from the Main Street exit off Hwy 69.
Carol began collecting antiques in the 1960s when she would
accompany her mother, Shirley Williams, as they scoured antique
Continued on page 4...
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Cover Story, continued from page 3...
shops, shows, garage sales and thrift shops. Shirley collected
Depression glass and was a member of the Phoenix Depression
Glass Club for many years. Carol became “addicted” to antique
hunting—now called “picking,” and it looks like one of her
granddaughters is following in the family tradition. Dylan Esch,
age 4, found several items to sell at Re-Collectables when she was
out with her mom, Emily Esch. Dylan has already learned to see
the potential in the “pick” and carefully pocketed her earnings from
the items she sold!
Plan a trip to visit Re-Collectables for one or more of the
four remaining sales this year. Check their ad on page 3 for the
September and October dates. Located at 13540 Prescott Rd,
Humboldt, it is open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. during the sale or call for an
appointment at 928-273-2464. Be sure to pick up a jar of Shirley’s
Applesauce Jam like I did—it’s delicious!
Sweet Pea Antiques, Camp Verde
Just a short half hour drive from Humboldt through some
beautiful northern Arizona scenery and I was in Camp Verde. My
first stop was at Sweet Pea Antiques, a busy mall with more than
40 vendors that is “over 5,000 square feet of pure fun!” And that
is what I found as I strolled through the store enjoying one display
after another, all beautifully arranged.
Owner Wynne Melton has brought together a group that she
affectionately calls her “Sweet Peas” whom she describes as “a
wonderful group of vendors who are unique collectors and artists.”
From antiques, vintage, furniture and home décor to gifts, there is
something that appeals to everyone’s interest. The Fiesta Ware that
is featured on our front cover was a display that caught my eye with
its great colors in a pretty cabinet setting.
An original vendor when Sweet Pea Antiques opened in 2006,
Wynne became the mall’s owner in March 2012. She had always
wanted to own her own shop so it was a dream come true for her
when the opportunity to buy the mall came up. Adding her personal
touch, Wynne uses the front parlor to feature new merchandise or
a new theme and she gives it a complete makeover every three
months, keeping it fresh and exciting for her customers. In the next
few months, Sweet Pea Antiques will be adding a new “industrial”
themed space full of fun rusty goodness.
Sweet Peas is a family affair. Wynne says, “My husband Todd
and my parents, Mickey and Donna Momeyer have been my saving
grace. They chip in with just about every aspect of the business and
I am so blessed to have their help!”
Continued on next page...
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Stop in and visit Wynn and the Sweet Peas. Located right on
Highway 260, the mall is easy to find and is open Monday to
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, Noon to 5 p.m. Find them
at facebook.com/sweetpeaantiques or call 928-567-6555.
Ruby Road Resale, Camp Verde
My next and last stop was at Ruby Road Resale just a short
couple of miles up the road on
Highway 260. The owners are Pamela
and Paul Bridgnell who have combined
antiques and collectibles with art,
home furnishings, jewelry, apparel and
everyday items. The store has become
a leader in the practice of “Reducing,
Recycling and Repurposing” used
goods and, with more than 60 dealers,
there is something for everyone in
every price range
As I browsed through the 6000
square foot mall, I discovered a fun
place to shop with a surprise around
Ruby Road Resale
every turn—including the proverbial
kitchen sink. In this case, it was a colorful Mexican-style painted
Prior to opening Ruby Road Resale in 2005, Pamela had spent
many years doing private estate sales in the Phoenix and Scottsdale
areas. The Bridgnells decided that Camp Verde would be a perfect
choice to open their mall—right in the heart of the Verde Valley and
minutes from beautiful Sedona and the Verde Valley Wine Country.
It looks like it was a good choice since they are in the process of
expanding and adding more space to meet shoppers’ needs.
Ruby Road Resale is open Monday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information,
Continued on page 18...
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Those Were The Days

Ulster County Gazette - The
First Reproduction?

by Jay Mark
One of the big banes of collectors and antique dealers is the
longtime proliferation of reproductions. Unfortunately, they
have been around just about as long as people have collected.
Now with advanced technology the problem is more acute than
ever before.
That’s why knowing and authenticating provenance and
trusting the seller has never been more critical to avoid being a
victim of fakes.
If you haven’t
figured it out yet,
this article is about
reproductions. Not
just the ordinary
copies that we run
into on a regular
basis, but what
might actually be
One of the earliest known advertisements
one of the earliest offering a replica of the January 4, 1800, Ulster
of
American County Gazette appeared in a Cincinnati,
replicas. So unique Ohio, newspaper in 1858.
Phil Barber, www.historicpages.com
are these copies
that they have managed to earn their very own antique status.
Let’s go back to the beginning—to Ulster County, a small
district in the southeast corner of New York State along the
Connecticut and Massachusetts borders.
On May 5, 1798, Samuel Freer and his son Samuel S. Freer
began publishing a small circulation, four-page, Federalist
weekly along the Hudson River in Kingston, NY—the Ulster
County Gazette.
The paper, one of many weeklies published in the fledgling
United States for local distribution, might have gone otherwise
unnoticed if not for its imprint of January 4, 1800.
The exceedingly rare edition represents one of the earliest
accounts of George Washington’s death at Mt. Vernon on
December 14, 1799. In the era years before the telegraph,
it would have taken considerable time for word of the first
Continued on page 8...
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It’s time to hit the road for Fall Events...
Find them all in The Antique Register!
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Ulster County Gazette, continued from page 6...
But what about an original?
So illusive is the original paper that it wasn’t until 1931 that
President’s death to reach the rural village of Kingston.
The paper featured dramatic, bold, black mourning borders. an authenticated version was first discovered. It remains so rare
In addition to reports on the passing of Washington and news that in the intervening years only one more has surfaced.
Even as early as 1917, researchers were commenting on the
of the day, the paper contained intriguing advertisements like
“For Sale, A stout healthy, active Negro Wench,” Lost, A watch various reprints uncovered over the years. A.J. Wohlhagen, in an
article for the New York Historical
on Wednesday last,” and numerous
Society Bulletin titled “The Spurious
Sheriff sales.
Ulster County Gazette of January 4,
Because of the paper’s historic
1800, observed the Ulster County
importance, reproductions began to
Gazette was “without doubt the most
emerge in the ensuing years. There
widely known literary relic in this
is some evidence that the UCG’s
country.”
original publisher, Samuel S. Freer
While as many as 100 different
himself, produced the first reprint
versions of the Ulster County
on July 4, 1825, in commemoration
Gazette may exist, no one knows for
of Washington’s death a quartersure which is the earliest. Scholars
century before.
and historians have long debated this
In 1848, on the 50th anniversary
very question.
of the Ulster County Gazette, one or
It should be noted that all the
two facsimiles were printed. More
reprints were originally made not to
reproductions began appearing in
Two of nearly one hundred documented reprints of deceive but rather to commemorate
the 1850s.
The country’s Centennial in 1876 the January 4, 1800, Ulster County Gazette. With its George Washington’s death and the
offered the biggest opportunity for brown discoloration and brittleness, the top version is publication of one of the early U.S.
readily identifiable as a reprint.
newspapers.
recreating a historical souvenir of
Phil Barber, www.historicpages.com
Because
photo-reproducing
what was often described as, “The
oldest Paper! A relic of 1799.” A proliferation of facsimiles technology didn’t emerge until late in the 19th century, all
followed in the ensuing years. It is safe to conclude that more facsimiles had to be re-typeset by hand using whatever historicthan a million copies of the various reprints were eventually looking fonts were available at the time. Fortunately this led
to numerous deviations from the original that help researchers
circulated.
Continued on next page...

• Avalon Antiques
• Cortez Street Emporium

113-115 N. Cortez • 928-541-0077
Buy • Sell • Consign
Antiques - Fine Art - Estate Jewelry - 18th, 19th
& 20th Century Furniture - Restored Antique
Electric Fans - Santa Fe & other Railroadiana
www.cortezstreetemporium.com
Hours: Sun-Thurs 10-5 • Fri-Sat 10-6

140 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Unique & fun antiques and collectibles.
Great prices. Very eclectic. Worth the
walk across the street.

• Mid-Century-Madness

140 1/2 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Mid-Century Madness offers quality vintage
mid century furniture & other unique pieces
from that era.

• Antiques
• Pennington’s Antiques & Décor
Off The Square
117 N. Cortez • 928-445-3748
Vintage, antiques, garden & collectibles
Furniture • Folk Art • Toys • Coins • Records
Books • Primitives • Old Tools • Ceramics
Native American Jewelry • Glass & Tableware
Always buying • Daily 10-5

145 N. Cortez • 928-778-1040
Quality antiques of all kinds. Furnitureadvertising-glass-primitives-older
collectibles-tools-specializing in antique
toys (cast iron, pressed steel etc.)
Always buying.
Open 7 days a week.

• Victorian Retreat Antique • Merchandise Mart
Doll Shop
Antique Mall

223 E. Union St • 928-445-5908
Filled with beautiful French and German
antique dolls, accessories and treasures
galore.
Open by Appointment Only. Call Lynne at
928-445-5908 or 928-713-1909

• Figgy’s Trading Post

228 North Cortez • 928-515-2413
Vintage, antiques, junk, shabby chic,
painted furniture, local art, household
furniture, western, linens and more
Monday-Saturday 11-5

• Cross Creek Antiques

1125 W Gurley St • 928-776-0035
Fine American and European objects
representing many styles. Glass, pottery,
porcelain, furniture, mirrors, bookends, lamps,
kitchen, Common to rare. Circa 1840-1970
Open Fri-Mon • Thurs by appt
Closed Tues & Wed

• Granite Creek Antiques &
Bayberry’s Antique Dolls

218 N. Granite St. • 928-445-8559
4,000 sq. ft. of fine antique furniture,
205 N. Cortez • 928-776-1728
art, glass, pottery and lots more! Plus
N. AZ’s largest antique mall, over 15,000 sq. ft. Est. Bayberry’s Antique Dolls has antique
1986. Antiques, collectibles, furniture, and a whole bisque, composition, 1950’s dolls, bears, doll
clothing and accessories. Dealers Welcome!
lot more. Buy & Consign.
Mon-Fri 11-5, Sat 10-5, Sun 11-4
Daily 10-5. Sun 11-4.
www.bayberrysantiquedolls.com
www.prescottantiquestores.com.
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Ulster County Gazette, continued from previous page...

identify the various bogus editions.
Because an original of the less than 500 copies of the Ulster
County Gazette was initially printed, it is virtually impossible
to find. But for some, it’s the fun of building a collection of
reprints that has taken on a life its own. While presenting a
special connection with our past, it can be an engaging hunt
tracking them down. Best of all, prices are affordable. A clean
copy in good condition should never cost more than $20—often
much less.
HINT: Beware! Even today reprints are being sold as
originals. eBay usually has one or two listed. Understand that
you are more likely to win the lottery than finding an original
Ulster County Gazette.
Knowing some basics, like the difference between 18th
century rag paper and thin, friable, post-Civil War pulp paper, is
one of the easiest ways to discern a fake.
A number of Internet sites can help delineate the more subtle
differences between the original and various reprints.
A GOOD BOOK: The earliest study of the Ulster County
Gazette still offers the seminal information on the subject.
This important monograph—The Ulster County Gazette and
its Illegitimate Offspring—was researched by R.W.G. Vail,
Librarian of the American Antiquarian Society. First issued in
1930, the publication was updated in 1951. Long out-of-print, it
is fairly abundant online for as little as $10. Best of all, the book
enumerates and illustrates more than 60 variations and how to
identify the various reprints.
Nearly an antique himself, Jay Mark is a 41-year antiques
business veteran who owns Those Were The Days! now an
online bookstore. He also teaches, lectures frequently and writes
regularly about antiques and history. Reach him at jaymark@
twtdbooks.com. ©2013
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Yarnell Is Open For Business!
Grand Re-Opening
August 31 – September 2

Yarnell wants Arizona to know that it is OPEN FOR
BUSINESS! Fortunately, no businesses were lost to the Yarnell
Hill Fire so there is going to be a Grand Re-Opening of the
Yarnell Business District on August 31 through September 2,
and visitors are invited to come shop and eat in Yarnell. (Check
the ad on page 12 to see the shops’ hours and information.)
Also, looking ahead, the Chamber of Commerce will
continue with the “7th Annual Scenic Highway 89 Yard Sale”
on November 2nd from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. As in the past, countless
yard sales as well as antique booths, a Pie Scream Social and
Live Music will be held in communities along Highway 89.
While business life goes on in Yarnell, it is going to take
much longer for residents to recover from the personal
and professional devastation caused by the fire. More than
121 homes were destroyed along with 16 other buildings.
Additionally, business owners experienced loss of income as
well as perishables during the evacuation. Many of these losses
are not covered by insurance.
Well-known landmark in the area—The Shrine of St.
Joseph of the Mountain—suffered damage when seven houses
and out buildings were destroyed. The Way of the Cross was
also damaged. Since insurance is insufficient for much of the
damage, fundraising is crucial. Their website with information
on donations is www.stjoseph-shrine.org
Exiled from their
homes and divided
by the closure of
Highway
89,
a
group of 20 Yarnell
and Peeples Valley
residents conferred in
person and by phone
about how to rebuild
their
fire-ravaged
community. Out of
that conversation, the
Cleaning up after the fire.
all-volunteer Yarnell
Hill Recovery Group was formed with a steering committee
made up of five key leaders representing organizations that
have long provided services to residents: the Yarnell-Peeples
Valley Chamber of Commerce, the Yarnell Community Center,
the Yarnell Community Presbyterian Church, the Yarnell Fire
Department Board and Weaver Mountains - People Who Care.
Under the direction of the steering committee, a dozen
volunteer sub-committees have been formed to provide resources
for everything from emergency housing, financial assistance
and medical treatment to clean-up and contractor referrals. The
group’s website, www.YarnellHillRecoveryGroup.org, will
provide a single place for residents to get news about recovery
efforts and connect with services.
Turkey vultures have long been Yarnell’s unofficial mascot.
The Chamber of Commerce celebrates the vultures’ return every
year with its annual Buzzard Bash. So, when it came time to
create an image for the rebuilding of Yarnell, Recovery Group
members envisioned a buzzard rising like a Phoenix from the
flames. The committee is grateful to Sharon Seidl, sharon@
wildlyengaging.com, for donating her time and talent to make

Continued on page 14...
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Giveaway Winner from July-August Issue
Our giveaway winner from our last issue is Audrey Waite
from Sedona. She will receive the book, A Journey Through
Northern Arizona written by Victoria Clark and published by
Schiffer Publishing.
Audrey shared with us, “Victoria Clark is an amazing author
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and collector (you should see her collection of Cracker Jack
Toys!)”
Thanks Audrey! We love to hear from our readers about
how they enjoy The Antique Register and use it to hunt for great
finds. There are two other book giveaways in this issue so send
in your entries and comments.
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Cover Story, continued from page 5...
visit their website www.rubyroadresale.com or call 928-567-5759.
Camp Verde is a great place to visit with shopping and special
attractions like Montezuma’s Castle, Fort Verde State Historical
Park and Cliff Castle Casino. The shop owners can make
suggestions for local restaurants to eat at or interesting spots to
visit, so be sure to ask when you stop at Sweet Peas Antiques or
Ruby Road Resale. Each February, the annual Camp Verde Pecan,
Wine and Antique Festival is held bringing many people in to the
area from all over Arizona. Make Camp Verde a destination for
your next day trip.
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Collecting Americana

by Mary Dessoie
Americana is one of the most popular fields in today’s
antiques market, not only in the United States but also around
the world. Americana is most commonly defined this way:
“Materials relating to the history, folklore or geography of
the United States of America, which are considered typical of
American culture.”
People collect American-made pieces
for a variety of reasons, from decorating
to scholarship, and on various levels,
from old railroad lanterns to early tools
and furniture valued in the hundreds of
thousand of dollars. However, there is
a plethora of moderately priced items
available with huge appeal.
A favored piece of Americana is the
spinning wheel. It is certainly not unique
to America. These devices for turning
wool or flax fiber into yarn date back to
China over a thousand years ago. What is endearing about them
to Americans is that they represent an early form of colonial
American rebellion.
Colonists were expected to buy their clothing and fabrics from
the mother country. Major tariffs were imposed on importing
spinning wheels or looms. American colonists made their own
devices, and some women formed little cottage industries. But it
was still technically illegal to sell American-made cloth.
Many collectors seek out samplers. The sampler gets its
name because it was a sample of a young lady’s sewing talent.
Continued on page 26...

PASADENA
ROSE BOWL FLEA MARKET
2nd Sunday of every month
9am-3pm• Early Bird 5am

Sept 8 • Oct 13
Nov 10 • Dec 8

VENTURA FLEA MARKET
Ventura County Fairgrounds
9am-2pm • Early Bird 6am

Sept 29 • Nov 24
Jan 5, 2014 • Feb 23, 2014

(323) 560-SHOW (7469)
Customer Service Hours
Mon-Fri 10-5 p.s.t.

RGCSHOWS.COM
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OZZIE’S
F U R N I S H I N G S
St. Vincent de Paul

A unique boutique-style shopping experience.

Fashionable Philanthropy
3927 E. Indian School Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85018
602.955.1460 • Fax 602.955.1492
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Rinker on Collectibles, continued from page 34...
Sharon Fiffer’s Jane Wheel is a picker who occasionally helps
at estate sales. J. B. Stanley’s Molly Appleby was a reporter for
Collector’s Weekly. Lea Wait’s Maggie Summer is an antiques
print dealer who works the show circuit. All these characters
appear in numerous titles. Unfortunately, Stanley’s Molly
Appleby has retired and Sharon Fiffer’s Jane Wheel is on hiatus.
Both amateur sleuths are missed. The good news is that the titles
in the Appleby and Wheel series are available in paperback.
Being friends with an amateur sleuth can be hazardous to
your health. Neighbors, relatives and business associates die far
more often than total strangers. Little wonder the local police
departments do not like these amateur sleuths. Their residence in
a community is bad for its crime statistics. When J. B. Fletcher
finally left Cabot Cove, Maine, it was a miracle any town folks
survived.
Antiques Disposal (2012) and Antiques Chop (2013), the
sixth and seventh Barbara Allan titles from “A Trash ‘n’ Treasure
Mystery” series, have appeared since “Rinker on Collectibles”
Column #1268, the most recent column I devoted to antiques and
collectibles cozy mysteries. Both are published by Kensington
Books. Antiques Disposal is available in hard and soft cover.
Antiques Chop is only available in hard cover. Barbara Allan is a
joint pseudonym for Barbara and Max Allan Collins, a wife and
husband writing team.
Allan writes in a conversational story-telling style. While
most of the chapters feature Brandy’s side of the story, Vivian
now receives between one and one and one-half chapters per
book to test her insights. Conversations between daughter,
mother and their editor—and antiques and collectibles collecting
tips at the end of each chapter—add to the enjoyment
Allan’s chatty, easy to read stories are set in Serenity, a small
Mississippi River town. Although the novels are chronological,
like most cozy mystery series, each is a stand-alone read.
Antiques Chop does begin with a “Cast of Characters,” adapting
a practice of mystery writers such as Erle Stanley Gardner.
Cozy mysteries are usually set in the present. Antiques
Disposal is a story involving the contents of an abandoned
storage unit. Antiques Chop involves Brandy and Vivian’s
potential participation in a reality television program. For more
information about these and other Barbara Allan “A Trash ‘n’
Treasure Mystery” titles, go to www.maxallancollins.com, click
on “Books,” scroll down to Barbara Allan and click on a title.
I am in love with Josie Prescott, something my wife
Linda does not mind since Josie is a fictional character. Jane
K. Cleland’s Lethal Treasures is the eighth “A Josie Prescott
Antiques Mystery,” all published by Minotaur Books. I read
Cleland’s Prescott mysteries in one sitting. Once I start, I cannot
put the book down.
Enter to win a copy of
The novels have a
Jane Cleland’s newest lyrical, wistful quality.
The characters have
book Lethal Treasures become family, although
I continue to regret that
on page 33.
Josie’s current beau, now
working for Homeland Security, contributes little to the murder
solutions.
An antique or antiques group plays leading role in each
Prescott mystery. While the stories are fictional, the objects
are not. The same holds true for Josie and her staff’s appraisal,
auction and tag sale practices. The Prescott novels offer trade
Continued on page 40...
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Rinker on Collectibles, continued from page 37...

insights it takes years to learn in the field.
In Lethal Treasures, Josie purchased a storage unit filled
with Depression era glassware and a fabulous piece of jewelry.
Rival dealer Henri Dubois purchases a storage unit containing
a stash of hand-painted silent movie posters. Henri’s failure
to return home after dropping off the posters at Josie’s gallery
for appraisal, once again forces Josie to solve another murder
in Rocky Point, Maine. For more information about this and
other “A Josie Prescott Antiques Mystery” titles, see www.
janecleland.com.
Tamar Myers, whose “A Den of Antiquity Mystery” series
numbers 16 titles, is the dean of antiques and collectibles cozy
mystery writers. How I missed these titles in the past is beyond
me. The good news is that I found them. I just finished reading
Poison Ivory (2009) and The Glass Is Always Greener (2011),
the 15th and 16th titles in the series. The series is available in
paperback from Avon, an imprint of HarperCollins.
I was delighted to find a synopsis of each of the previous titles
at the end of both books. I read them first to familiarize myself
with the principle characters of Abigail Timberlake Washburn,
who owns an antiques shop in Charleston, South Carolina, and
her mama, Mozella. Whereas Barbara Allan’s stories suggest a
lazy southern style, Myers’Abigail is Old South aristocracy. It
took this “northern boy” a few chapters to get caught up in the
atmosphere. Once done, Abigail and Mozella became as familiar
as the characters in Allan’s, Cleland’s and Wait’s mysteries.
In Poison Ivory, Abigail is accused of importing illegal ivory.
In the Glass is Always Greener, Abigail travels with Roby, a
Continued on page 42...
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